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Abstract

Game developers have employed dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA) in de-

signing game artificial intelligence (AI) to improve players’ game experience by

adjusting the skill of game agents. Traditional DDA agents depend on player

proficiency only to balance game difficulty, and this does not always lead to

improved enjoyment for the players. To improve game experience, there is a need

to design game AIs that consider players’ affective states. Herein, we propose

AI opponents that decide their next actions according to a player’s affective

states, in which the Monte–Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm exploits the

states estimated by machine learning models referencing in-game features. We

targeted four affective states to build the model: challenge, competence, valence,

and flow. The results of our user study demonstrate that the proposed approach

enables the AI opponents to play automatically and adaptively with respect to

the players’ states, resulting in an enhanced game experience.
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1. Introduction

A balanced challenge is an important factor for the satisfaction of players’

gaming experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1991; Chen, 2007; Cowley et al., 2008;

Ang & Mitchell, 2017). Game developers use predefined curves that manipu-

late the level of difficulty as they undergo trial and error, but developing the

curves is a time-consuming and challenging task due to differing players’ needs

(Ang & Mitchell, 2017). Therefore, many studies (Hunicke, 2005; Xue et al.,

2017; Frommel et al., 2018; Zohaib & Nakanishi, 2018; Ang & Mitchell, 2019;

Constant & Levieux, 2019) have employed dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA)

methods to automatically control game components to improve each unique

player experience (PX). DDA methods measure how well a player plays a game

through a fitness function (herein, called score function) and manipulate game

components, such as game parameters (game speed), game environment (next

block of Tetris), or the game AI itself (beginner-level or high-level strategies of

agents in fighting games), to adjust the difficulty. As AI technology advances,

there has been a growing interest in direct game AI manipulation for DDA

methods to achieve more effective game difficulty adjustment (Demediuk et al.,

2017; Zohaib & Nakanishi, 2018; Ishihara et al., 2018; Pfau et al., 2020; Moon &

Seo, 2020). Most of these studies concentrate on adapting game components for

game difficulty by focusing on the player’s proficiency.

Many heuristic approaches have been employed to determine a player’s

proficiency, such as measuring win rate (Sarkar & Cooper, 2019; Duque et al.,

2020), game score (Hagelback & Johansson, 2009; Silva et al., 2017), and health

points (HP) (Demediuk et al., 2017; Ishihara et al., 2018). For example, games

with opponent agents, such as fighting games, adjust the difficulty by changing the

skills of the game agents using tree search (Demediuk et al., 2017; Ishihara et al.,

2018) or deep learning (Pfau et al., 2020), according to heuristic measures like

HP-difference. Independent of the model used, if the model is based on a simple

heuristic score function, the gameplay is relatively static and has predictable
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difficulty adaptations (Hunicke, 2005; Ang & Mitchell, 2017; Constant & Levieux,

2019; Stephenson & Renz, 2019). Players have certain difficulty expectations

from games. For instance, some players may prefer challenging games, whereas

some enjoy more relaxed, easily winnable games. Simple heuristic measurements

are often too limited to satisfy the wide breadth of player expectations.

Some researchers have developed DDA models to estimate players’ affective

states using sensors (Rani et al., 2005; Tognetti et al., 2010; Kivikangas et al.,

2011; Chanel et al., 2011; Kneller et al., 2012; Afergan et al., 2014; Parnandi &

Gutierrez-Osuna, 2015; Fernandez B. et al., 2017; Stein et al., 2018). Instead

of measuring player proficiency, they focus on how their DDA model improves

the actual PX. However, they employed simple adjustment mechanisms, which

manually controlled game parameters, such as game speed. In this case, the

affective model to estimate player state is outside the adjustment mechanism and

does not change according to the individual player. Thus, the game difficulty

does not accurately match the player’s estimated state, but rather operates

based on a pre-designed function designed by the developer. Therefore, it is

necessary to apply the player states directly to the game AI mechanism, and

automatically generate strategies to satisfy players’ complex preference instead

of manual design.

To easily and precisely control the game difficulty and satisfy players’ diverse

preferences we designed a DDA-based game AI mechanism that directly considers

various players’ affective states and adjusts the game difficulty according to

the recognized state. The player state model based on machine learning (ML)

methods predicted the affective state of a game player, and the Monte–Carlo tree

search (MCTS) algorithm (Chaslot et al., 2008) exploited the ML model as its

scoring function. We trained four ML models for four states, including challenge

(CH), competence (CO), valence (VA), and flow (FL). Instead of relying on

external sensors, our player state model estimates player’s states only using

in-game features (or logs). To evaluate the performance of the proposed approach

and the effect on PX, we conducted a user study with 20 human players, where

our game agent played diverse action strategies according to each player’s state
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and improved their PX.

The contributions of this study are as follows:

• This is the first attempt to incorporate the player’s affective states directly

into DDA agents and automatically generate game AI appropriate for a

specific player state.

• Game AI with diverse skill strategies was generated to meet a wide breadth

of players’ preferences and improve the PX.

2. Background and Related Work

Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment (DDA) consists of two steps (Zohaib &

Nakanishi, 2018). First, measuring the players’ skill levels through a score

function. Then, adjusting the game difficulty in various ways according to the

measured players’ skill levels. Section 2.1 demonstrates the DDA methods which

mainly concentrated on the difficulty adjustment methods (second step), and

Section 2.2 introduces the DDA methods which mainly concentrated on the

player modeling for measuring players’ level (first step) (summarized in Table 1).

2.1. Dynamic Difficulty Adjustment

Many DDA studies have mainly focused on game difficulty adjustment

methods, including game parameter tuning (Denisova & Cairns, 2015), game

environment manipulation (Lora et al., 2016; Duque et al., 2020), and game

agents (Olesen et al., 2008; Silva et al., 2017; Demediuk et al., 2017; Ishihara

et al., 2018; Pfau et al., 2020), to control game difficulties. As related to in-game

parameter tuning, Denisova & Cairns (2015) reported that PX was increased

through dynamic adjustment of game difficulty using a simple timer depending on

the player’s skill. For in-game environment manipulation, Hunicke & Chapman

(2004) adjusted the game level by systemically regulating item drop rate (rule-

based) according to users’ inventory expenditure and damage patterns. They

assumed that the inventory status and damage pattern could represent players’

skills.
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More recently, game AI agents for a complex difficulty adaptation have

been the most actively studied. Demediuk et al. (2017) and Ishihara et al.

(2018) reported an MCTS based DDA agent method for a fighting game. They

manipulated the game difficulty by implementing a DDA agent that uses the

HP difference between a player and an agent for the score function using an

MCTS algorithm. Pfau et al. (2020) demonstrated a DDA agent using a deep

learning technique for the commercial game, AION. They proposed an AI

non-player character, which imitates player behavior every time an instance

dungeon is played and hypothesized that it could play similarly to players. Like

these examples, several DDA studies on adjusting functions with AI have been

conducted.

Most DDA techniques measure player skills using heuristic score functions

specified by game developers. These methods assume that adjusting game

difficulty by heuristically measuring players (through HP, game score, damage,

etc.) can increase the PX. However, PX and game difficulty adjusted by heuristic

measures are often inconsistent (Hunicke, 2005; Ang & Mitchell, 2017; Constant

& Levieux, 2019; Stephenson & Renz, 2019).

Table 1 A comparison table of related works on DDA.

Author(s) Game Genre
Measuring the player’s level Adjusting difficulty
(first step) (second step)

Denisova & Cairns (2015) Shooting HM (Game score) PT (Timer)
Hunicke & Chapman (2004) FPS HM (Item consumption) EM (Item drop pattern)

Duque et al. (2020) Zelda-like HM (Win rate) EM (Map generation)
Demediuk et al. (2017) Fighting HM (HP difference) GAI (MCTS)
Ishihara et al. (2018) Fighting HM (HP difference) GAI (MCTS)
Pfau et al. (2020) MMORPG HM (Player behavior) GAI (Deep learning)

Fernandez B. et al. (2017) Rhythm game AM (Emotion) EM (Rhythm generation)
Afergan et al. (2014) Flight simulation AM (Cognitive workload) EM (UAV route control)

Parnandi & Gutierrez-Osuna (2015) Racing AM (Emotion) PT (car speed, etc.)
Chanel et al. (2011) Tetris AM (Emotion) PT (block speed)
Frommel et al. (2018) Space jump AM (Emotion) PT (number of obstacles, etc.)
Stein et al. (2018) Shooting AM (Emotion) PT (speed, etc.)

Tognetti et al. (2010) Racing AM (Preference) PT (car speed)
Liu et al. (2009) Pong AM (Anxiety) PT (paddle speed, etc.)

Ours Fighting AM (In-game features) GAI (MCTS)

Notes. Measuring the player’s level (first step); Heuristic method (HM) and Affective Modeling (AM). Adjusting difficulty
(second step); Parameter Tuning (PT), Environment Manipulation (EM), and Game Artificial Intelligence (GAI).
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2.2. Player State in DDA

Game difficulty can evoke various cognitive and emotional states that can

impact PX (Kneller et al., 2012; Kivikangas et al., 2011). Some studies have

been conducted to directly deal with PX and apply DDA by estimating the

players’ mental states, such as cognitive load (Afergan et al., 2014), emotion

(Chanel et al., 2011; Parnandi & Gutierrez-Osuna, 2015; Fernandez B. et al.,

2017; Frommel et al., 2018; Stein et al., 2018), preference (Tognetti et al., 2010),

and anxiety (Rani et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2009). Afergan et al. (2014) applied a

workload detection model using EEG sensors to determine probability value of

difficulty adjustments for probability-based flight paths in flight training games.

Parnandi & Gutierrez-Osuna (2015) proposed an EDA-sensor-based arousal

classification model to adjust difficulty through adjusting the speed of racing

games. They found that car speed is the main determinant of player arousal

in racing games. Chanel et al. (2011) also confirmed that players’ emotions,

estimated from physiological signals, can be used as an indicator to adjust the

speed of falling blocks in Tetris for DDA.

Most of these studies have focused on developing a player mental-state

prediction model to estimate the abilities of players through external factors,

such as sensors and surveys. To adjust game difficulty, relatively straightforward

methods, such as tuning game parameters, have been used. As mental-state

prediction models are used outside of the adjustment mechanism, game developers

are limited to designing preset strategies to improve PX. Conversely, our approach

directly employs player states to the game AI for DDA to automatically and

progressively adjust AI opponent actions.

2.3. Monte Carlo Tree Search

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) is the most frequently used method in

game AI field. It searches the AI’s semi-optimal next action by simulating

tremendous of possible situations from the current game state. It consists of

four steps: selection, expansion, simulation, and backpropagation. In every

calculation, the current state is set as a root node. Then, the four steps for the
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tree search operate within a set time limit. After completing the tree search, the

agent chooses the most visited child node or most valuable child node for the

next action.

• Selection (Figure 1B.1): In every node from the root to the expanded

leaf, the most valuable child node is selected by several policies. Herein, we

employed the upper confidence bound (UCB1; Eq. 1) method (Auer, 2003),

the most popular policy in MCTS. Where C is a constant for balancing

the exploitation and exploration of the visiting of children nodes, ni is the

number of trials of i-th child node, N is the total number of trials, and

vi (Eq. 2) is a value estimation term of the i-th child node. UCB1 can be

computed after every child node is visited at least once. Until every child

node is visited, the child node is uniformly selected. Otherwise, a child

who has the largest UCB1 value is selected as the next node to visit.

UCB1i = vi + C

√
2lnN

ni
(1)

vi =

∑ni(scores)

ni
(2)

• Expansion (Figure 1B.2): It expands the tree toward the terminal

state. If a leaf node is visited more than the predefined threshold Vi which

indicates the maximum number of visitation of i-th node, and the depth of

the node does not reach the predefined threshold Di which indicates the

maximum expansion-depth of i-th node, the children of the current node

are expanded. If the depth of a leaf node from the root node is equal to

Di, the node will not expand its children anymore.

• Simulation (Figure 1B.3): If a leaf node is not visited enough, the

simulation step operates. In this step, MCTS performs a sequence of

random actions for the agent and the opponent until the predefined simu-

lation timeout is reached. At the end of the simulation, the score function
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calculates the value of the nodes explored. The score function is defined

depending on the application. Herein, the randomly simulated actions

(nodes) are called as trajectory.

• Backpropagation (Figure 1B.4): Finally, when the simulation is over,

the computed score is updated as values (Eq. 2) for every traveled node in

the trajectory. While the value is updated, the number of visitation N for

each visited node increases simultaneously.

3. Architecture of the DDA Model for an AI Opponent

Herein, we show the development of our model. Figure 1 shows the overall

architecture of the model, which incorporates an MCTS algorithm and a player

state prediction model. The main difference between our model and the heuristic

DDA method is that we directly used players’ state as a score function for

MCTS instead of using heuristic functions, such as game score, win rate, and

HP differences. The player state model uses a combination of the real-played

and simulated game logs by MCTS to predict how the player state will change in

the future. The player state model is trained using ML methods to predict the

players’ state in real-time using game logs. MCTS performs the action selection

for the DDA through comprehensive random simulations until the most visited

action is selected as the next action.

3.1. Player State Model

A player state model is employed as a score function to evaluate each value

(Eq. 2) The player state model estimates a player’s certain state when the DDA

agent follows the simulated game scenario. To diversify the strategy of DDA

agents, several player state models evaluate various player states. The DDA

agent’s strategy will vary depending on which player state model is used to

improve the target player state.

The player state model is trained by machine learning manners using [game

log - player state] data pair. It exclusively uses in-game components (game log)
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as input to the model and predicts the target player state based on the input

game logs. The game log consists of a few consecutive seconds of game frames.

We recruited human players to play the game to collect the [game log - player

state] dataset, with the aim of using DDA. The participants played the game

against various AI levels to observe the players’ responses to different game

conditions. After each game, the participants completed a questionnaire on their

game experience. By analyzing the survey result, the player state corresponding

to the game log is annotated for the [game log - player state] data pairs.

Herein, the player state model is trained as a binary classifier that predicts

how the player is classified for the target state. Rather than applying solely the

classification results to evaluate the nodes in MCTS, we used probability factors

(i.e., confidence about the result of the model) for the classification results to

score. For example, if a player state model predicts the probability for a player’s

target state engagement of 0.75, the classification result for the state will be

1, but we used 0.75 for the score. On the contrary, if the prediction for the

probability of the engagement of the state is 0.25, the classification result will

be 0, but we used -0.75 for the score.

3.2. Monte Carlo Tree Search Integrated with Player State Model

The setting of MCTS for our model differs significantly from the original

MCTS in two ways. First, we used the player state model to score the simulated

trajectory, unlike standard approaches that use the direct result of the MCTS,

such as game score, win rate, and HP-difference for the score. Second, to

give a time-series input for the player state model, the simulated frames are

accumulated in memory while the simulation propagates, unlike typical MCTS

methods that simply use the leaf node data. Details of our DDA process are as

follows:

At each frame in the game, the DDA agent accumulates the game log

(Figure 1A, Ip); the game log has various game features, which represent the

game condition described in Table 2. The agent performs MCTS iterations

discussed in Section 2.3 to search for the next action (Figure 1B). For each
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iteration, game features of the simulated trajectory (Is in Figure 1) are logged

and concatenated behind the cumulated real-played log data (Ip⊕Is in Figure 1C,

where ⊕ is concatenation). The player state model predicts the players’ state

from a combination of the real and simulated game log. The statistics of the

MCTS nodes in the simulated trajectory are updated by the probability of the

predicted state (Figure 1C). After MCTS times out, as defined by the system

developer, the most visited child node is selected as the next action (Figure 1D).

Figure 1 Overall architecture of the Monte–Carlo tree search (MCTS) algorithm
exploiting player states. (A) Gameplay scenes of Player vs. four AI styles of the
dynamic difficulty adjustment (DDA); (B) MCTS process to select the next DDA
agent action; (C) Player-state prediction models built using machine learning
algorithms, which take real game history (Ip) and simulated game logs (Is) as an
input; (D) Next selected action, which is the most visited in the MCTS process.

4. Implementation Details for Experiment

4.1. Environmental Settings

We employed a fighting game for our experiment, which is a representative

genre in which players play the game against AI opponent. There are four player

states we aimed to encourage; Challenge (CH), Competence (CO), Valence (VA),

and Flow (FL) which were derived from the Game Experience Questionnaire

(GEQ) survey (IJsselsteijn et al., 2013). MCTS time limit for the entire searching

calculation was set as 165 ms to meet the real-time performance of the agent. In

other words, the four steps of the MCTS (2.3) iterated as many times as possible

within 165 ms. The constant values of C, Vi, and Di for the MCTS were set as
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3, 4, and 3 respectively. The simulation step of the MCTS (2.3.Simulation) was

operated for 0.5 sec or 30 frames (game frame rate = 60 fps). The player state

model takes 5 sec of game log data as input with 4.5 sec of real played logs and

0.5 sec of simulated logs from MCTS.

There are 56 actions in the Fighting ICE game platform (Lu et al., 2013)

grouped into six. NO OP means the agent did nothing, which implies it main-

tains the current state. It contains seven actions, including neutral, stand,

air, change down, down, rise, and landing. OUT OF CONTROL contains six

actions that are unable to control the agent, like stand guard recovery. MOVE

consists of seven moving actions, including forward walk, back step, and jump.

NORMAL ATTACK is a group of 20 simple attack commands that combine an

attack key (punch, kick) with at most one arrow key (up, down, left, or right).

SPECIAL ATTACK contains 13 complex commands that combine attack keys

(punch, kick) with arrow keys (up, down, left, and right) in certain sequences

and expends energy with each use. Finally, the GUARD group contains three

guard actions, including stand, crouch, and air guards.

4.2. Input and Output for The Player State Model

The abbreviated features are listed in Table 2. The total number of features

per frame is 63. The player state model takes 5 sec of data as input to predict a

player’s state. At a frame rate of 60 fps, the model receives too many features

(300 × 63 = 18,900) as input if using 5 s of frames. This inhibits the search

performance of MCTS, which fools the agent. By sampling the frames at intervals

of 15 frames, the average frames that a single action is performed, we reduced

the input size from 18,900 to 1,260 (20 × 63). The output of the player state

model is the probability of the player to be classified into the state.

4.3. Data Collection

To build a classifier that predicts the state from the game log data, we

employed [game log – player state] data pairs. To collect the training dataset,

we chose three AI level agents to compete against a human player from the
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Table 2 Abbreviated input features of the player state prediction model. Each
feature is logged by players: human player and AI opponent, except common
features. In total, there are 63 features per each frame.

Common Features Character Features Attack & Projectiles Features
(count) of player & agent (count) of player & agent (count)

x, y distance of characters(2) x, y positions(4) attack type(4)
HP difference(1) facing direction(2) hit damage(4)

state id(2), action id(2) guard damage(4)
speed to x, y directions(4) knock-back distance to x, y directions(8)

HP(2), energy(2) x, y distance from the target(8)
approaching to the opponent(2) speed to x, y directions(8)

remaining frames to be neutral state(2) the number of projectiles(2)

16 AIs available on the official GitHub page for Fighting ICE. The submitted

agents were ranked by win rate after the league. By ranking, the agents were

divided into three groups: upper (five agents), middle (six agents), and lower

(five agents). We conducted a pilot test for each group from five game experts

who have over three years of experience in game research. The experts played

games against agents in each group and then scored a 5-point Likert-type scale

ranging from 1 (Not at all) to 5 (Very much) to the question, “Does the opponent

player look like a person?.” We selected three agents with the highest score in

each group; Reiwa Thunder (in the upper group, M = 4.2, SD = 0.84), HaibuAI

(in the middle group, M = 4.6, SD = 0.55), and TOVOR (in the lower, M = 4.2,

SD = 0.45). Additionally, we added the lowest level “keyboard” agent, which

made no movements, to observe the players’ state when the opponent was not

moving. Then, using these four agents, we conducted data collection from 43

participants. Each participant played four games per AI agent. At the end of

each game, a GEQ survey was conducted. The survey list was reorganized by

selecting the questions appropriate for the fighting game. We assembled 688

game logs (43 participants × 4 AI agents × 4 games) and GEQ survey data for

each of the 688 games played.

4.4. Model Building and Validation

By analyzing the results of the GEQ survey, we labeled whether each game

engaged a state (CH, CO, VA, or FL) for each player. Using these labels and

logged gameplay data, we trained the player-state classification models using
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various ML methods. Though classification was performed with 5 sec of data,

there was only one label per game. We hypothesized that a portion of the game

could represent the entire game due to the nature of the fighting game, which

has a very short length and does not change dramatically throughout. Therefore,

we fragmented the game at intervals of 5 sec with strides of 2 sec and then

matched the label to the fragments. For example, if a game was played for 1 min,

there would be 27 data fragments from the game. As mentioned in Section 4.2,

the total input size was 1,260 inputs per game. The result of the 10-fold cross

validation of each trained model is shown in Table 3. We employed a light

gradient boosting machine (Light GBM) model (Ke et al., 2017) to predict for

CH, CO, and VA, and a random forest model (Breiman, 2001) to predict for FL

in the MCTS algorithm.

Table 3 10-fold cross validation results of the player state classification.

ML algorithm Challenge (CH) Competence (CO) Valence (VA) Flow (FL)

Logistic Regression 69.2% 66.7% 66.3% 71.8%
SVM 69.5% 67.5% 67.9% 72.4%
LightGBM 71.5% 69.4% 68.4% 72.2%
Random Forest 61.1% 69.1% 68.3% 73.1%

ZeroR 53.3% 53.7% 53.3% 53.5%

The simplest classification approach is ZeroR, which simply predicts majority category. It is mostly useful for
establishing baseline performance as a benchmark for other classification methods. We employed DummyClas-
sifier in the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) for computing ZeroR

5. User Study

5.1. Materials

A counter-balanced single factor within-subjects design was conducted to

validate the performance and PX of our DDA model compared to the current

heuristic DDA models. For our model, four game agents were designed each for

CH (CH-agent), CO (CO-agent), VA (VA-agent), and FL (FL-agent), which is

the principal dimension of PX. Each agent played the game aimed to elevate the

players’ target state. We employed prior work by Demediuk et al. (2017) as a

baseline (HP-agent), as often exploited in many DDA studies (Ishihara et al.,
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2018; Kusano et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2020). This work aims to try to reduce the

HP difference between the player and the agent within a threshold. Since the

HP-agent consisted of an MCTS algorithm (like ours) but exploited a simple

heuristic score function (HP-difference) as opposed to ours, we assumed that

it could be a representative example of the difference between the traditional

DDA method and our novel approach. We set the threshold to max HP × 0.1,

mirroring the prior work; our game’s max HP is 400, so the threshold was set

to 40 HP. The HP-agent performed somewhat static actions to maintain this

threshold. When the absolute difference of HP between the player and the agent

was within the threshold (40), the agent performed actions, such as jumping in

place, guarding and attacking regardless of the player’s position. However, if the

HP difference crossed the threshold, the agent rushed to attack the player.

5.2. Measurements

To score each participant’s PX, we employed a GEQ designed to provide

a comprehensive evaluation of the gameplay experience. Many studies on

games have used this questionnaire, including psychophysical studies of PX

(Kuikkaniemi et al., 2010; Nacke et al., 2010). By examining many factors of

PX, we filtered the survey into subscale components to match the fighting game

used for this study. The questionnaire is designed with five subscales: Challenge

(4 items:18–21), Competence (4 items: 1–4), Positive effect (4 items: 9–12),

and Negative effect (5 items: 13–17), Flow (4 items: 5–8), with each using a

seven-point scale. Challenge indicates how challenged a player feels. Competence

measures a player’s ability to reach game goals. Positive and negative effects

describe positive and negative emotions during gameplay. The sum of Positive

effect score and a reverse score of Negative effect is considered as Valence state

factor in this study. Flow is related to the sensation of playing within the confines

of the game.

Herein, the sum of the subscale factors was used as the total PX score, which

implies a player’s preference for a game, and each subscale component of GEQ

was used as a basis for each state score (CH, CO, VA, and FL) that indicates how
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a player felt the state when they played a game that our DDA agent targeted to

enhance.

5.3. Participants

20 college and graduate students (12 males, 8 females) aged between 23 and

32 (M = 26.15, SD = 3.09) were recruited for this study to play the fighting

game. Half of the participants had an average of more than 10 hours of gameplay,

whereas others usually spent less than 1 hour per week. All participants were

experienced in playing fighting games.

5.4. Procedure

Each participant session lasted about 60 min and was divided into two parts:

preparation and experimental phases. In the preparation phase, participants

were asked to sign a consent form and complete a demographic questionnaire,

after which they practiced the fighting game. Participants were familiarized

with the basic controls (e.g., move and attack) and game mechanics (attacking

the AI agent) during the tutorial session. The experimental phase consisted of

two sessions, in which the participant played five games and filled in the GEQ

questionnaire for each game. Games were ordered by counter-balancing using

random Latin squares. A cool-down period (10 min) was given after one session

to reduce the participant’s fatigue. After completing the experimental phase,

participants responded to interviews about the PX.

6. Analysis and Result

We collected 200 samples of the questionnaire and log data (20 participants

× 5 game conditions × 2 sessions). Scale reliability tests were performed for the

five subcategories of GEQ. Cronbach’s alpha (Cronbach, 1951) showed strong

reliability for all subcategories (Challenge: α = 0.88; Competence: α = 0.93;

Positive effect: α = 0.96; Negative effect: α = 0.86; Flow: α = 0.94), indicating

consistent answers. The analysis was conducted with two main hypotheses to
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analyze whether the agents create a satisfying experience, by selecting different

strategies based on player state:

1) Does a player state enable DDA agents to generate/play diverse

actions?

2) Does a state-specific DDA agent satisfy various PX?

6.1. Does a Player State Enable DDA Agents to Generate/Play Diverse Actions?

We analyzed four agents that aimed to improve the corresponding player

states (CH, CO, VA, and FL). Each state was estimated by ML model with

1,260 features (20 frames of real and simulated game logs × 63 features per

frame) as described in Section 4.2. In this section, we don’t cover the patterns

of HP-agent, already discussed in Section 5.1. Figure 2 shows the distribution

of the actions of each agent. Each column represents the distribution of the

action groups determined by the agent when it predicts the player’s state as

low (<50% probability) or high (≥50% probability). Figure 3 shows a player’s

state graph estimated by the ML model (Figure 3A) with several actions of the

agents corresponding to the player state (Figure 3B) during the game. In general,

our proposed DDA approach generated diverse strategies according to players’

affective states. The details are described for each player state as follows.

6.1.1. CH-agent: DDA agent that challenges players

The CH agent showed highly aggressive movements (NORMAL ATTACK

(15.55%), SPECIAL ATTACK (32.78%)) when it estimated a low CH state,

and vice versa for a high CH state. This was in contrast to the behavior of the

other three agents. In particular, SPECIAL ATTACK (32.78%) was the most

frequently used action when the CH state was estimated as low. The CH agent

acted aggressively to increase the CH state of the player. However, when the

CH state is estimated as high, it maintains tension by reducing total attacks

but increasing the NORMAL ATTACK (31.89%) ratio and NO OP (37.02%).

However, the CH agent did not perform as much as expected (we will discuss

about this in Section 6.2).
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Figure 2 Action distribution of each agent. Low represents an action distribution
when the agent estimates the player state as low (<50%), and high indicates the
opposite case.

6.1.2. CO-agent: DDA agent that lets players show their competence

The CO agent played very defensively in the low state—GUARD (21.62%),

NORMAL ATTACK (16.86%), and SPECIAL ATTACK (0%). We infer that

when a player’s CO state is estimated as low, it attempts to improve the player’s

competence by taking a defensive stance, such as guard and moving actions.

This is shown in Figure 3C, with the agent lowering the ATTACK action ratio

and increasing NO OP and the GUARD ratio when the agent detects that the

player’s CO state is falling. Also, the agent exhibited the least frequent attacks

in the high state among the three agents were (CO: 47.68%; VA: 58.78%; and FL:

51.38%; sum of NORMAL ATTACK to SPECIAL ATTACK ) ratios (Figure 2).

Overall, the CO agent lowers its offensive tactics and gives more chances to

players to attack when it thinks the player in low competency. P6, was satisfied

with the CO agent (1st rank) and expressed, “I can consider my actions more

deeply in this game because it gave me more time to rest compared to other

games.”
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Figure 3 Samples of the performed action sequence corresponding to the
estimated player state during the game. (A) Estimated state graph during a
game through ML model. (B) Agent’s actions corresponding to the player state
estimated. (C) Agent’s actions corresponding to the player’s low CO state. (D)
Agent’s actions corresponding to the player’s low VA state.

6.1.3. VA-agent: DDA agent that keeps pushing you in proper pacing

The VA agent showed aggressive patterns compared to the other three

agents in both low and high VA state—NORMAL ATTACK (25.77%) and

SPECIAL ATTACK (7.31%) in the low state; NORMAL ATTACK (37.46%)

and SPECIAL ATTACK (21.32%) in the high state. The VA agent increased

the proportion of passive actions while maintaining offensive actions when

players’ VA state is low —NO OP (48.08%), OUT OF CONTROL (7.69%),

SPECIAL ATTACK (25.77%), and NORMAL ATTACK (7.31%). When the

state of valence decreased, the agent mostly performed static actions (NO OP ;
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Figure 3D, shown in blue). The VA agent also performed intermittent attacks,

as shown by the green line graph in Figure 3. The VA-agent adjusts its pace to

the player to maintain a high player’s VA state. P10, who most enjoyed playing

with the VA agent, said that “the agent suddenly rushed me whenever I tried to

observe the agent’s reaction. It seemed like the agent was reading my mind.”

6.1.4. FL-agent: DDA agent that knows when to be strong or gentle

The FL agent showed very static and defensive movements in the low FL

state. Above 70% of the time in the low state it did not move—NO OP (63.13%)

and OUT OF CONTROL (9.46%) and most time was taken up by GUARD

(9.3%) and MOVE (12.56%) actions. On the other hand, it was very aggressive in

the high FL state. Though both VA and FL agents performed a high proportion

of ATTACKs, the FL agent consistently pushed the player (Figure 3, orange

line graph), unlike the VA agent that attacked intermittently. Overall, the FL

agent encouraged player attacks when the player was in the low FL state by

being passive and being aggressive in the high FL state to maintain the state.

P1 expressed, ”There were a lot of crazy attacks, but I stayed positive because

the opponent stopped its attacks when I was frustrated.”

6.2. Does a State-specific DDA Agent Satisfy Various PX?

6.2.1. Game modeling by players’ affective states

Validating the model through Friedman tests (Friedman, 1937), we found

significant differences for the state scores of our CO, VA, and FL agent compared

to the baseline HP agent. The mean values for the player state scores for

the subscale component of GEQ are shown in Figure 4. The figure shows the

average of each target state: 1) baseline agent (HP), 2) agents focusing on

each state (State), and 3) the rest of the agents (the average of those excluding

HP and targeted state agent, All - (HP + State)). The CH agent did not

exhibit a significant difference in challenge scores from the HP agent, but for

all other agents did, including CO (Friedman’s χ2 (2, 17) = 10.5, p < 0.01 ),

VA (Friedman’s χ2 (2, 17) = 13.3, p < 0.01 ), and FL (Friedman’s χ2 (2, 17)
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= 7.3, p < 0.05 ). The mean competence state of the CO agent is 4.97 (SD =

0.8 ), and that of the HP agent is 4.4 (SD = 1.7 ), indicating that the CO agent

improved the competence state over the baseline. Post-hoc pairwise comparison

using the Bonferroni correction (Bonferroni, 1936) showed that the VA and FL

state exhibited a significant difference compared to the average of the rest of

the agents. The mean of the VA agent is 4.7 (SD = 0.7 ), which is significantly

greater than the mean score of the other two conditions: HP (M = 4.0, SD =

1.6) and All-(HP + VA) (M = 4.5, SD = 0.8). The mean of the FL agent (M =

5.26, SD = 1.01 ) was also higher than the FL state scores of HP (M = 4.5, SD

= 2.0) and All-(HP + FL) (M = 4.8, SD = 1.0). These results indicate that our

agent, which uses the player’s state for action selection criteria, can adjust the

game to incite the targeted player state, except for the CH agent. The result of

the CH agent was lower than that of its comparison to the HP agent, which may

be affected by the characteristics of the game platform. It was difficult to create

a more challenging overall PX (win rate; M = 0.67, SD = 0.06 ) because there

is a limit to the factors that could be modified for this specific fighting game.

Figure 4 Targeted player-state results (GEQ) for the HP, CH, CO, VA, and FL
agents. Three targeted state scores: (1) baseline agent (HP), (2) agent focused
on targeting states (CH, CO, VA, and FL), and (3) agents except for two games
(All games − (HP + target state agents)). Significant differences are indicated
by (*p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001)
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Table 4 GEQ mean score of all players. Significant improvement for satisfaction
compared to HP game (*p < 0.05 ).

Agent Mean SD z P-value

Baseline HP 4.2 0.98

CH 3.9 1.04 1.33 0.18
CO 4.64 0.91 2.943 0.032(*)
VA 4.62 0.93 2.432 0.014(*)

Our Approach

FL 4.66 0.98 2.02 0.045(*)

6.2.2. PX by our DDA agent

Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Wilcoxon, 1945) were conducted to evaluate the

effect of the PX according to the targeted states between the baseline agent and

each state-specific agent. The score for the PX is the average of the sum of GEQ

surveys, as mentioned in Section 5.2. Table 4 shows that the CO agent (z =

1.33, p < 0.05 ) had a significantly higher PX than the HP agent. VA (z =2.4, p

<0.05 ) and the FL (z = 2.02, p < 0.05 ) agent also significantly improved PX

compared to the HP agent. This result indicates that applying game adjustments

according to a player’s internal state does improve PX, achieved by our novel

agents. The CH agent failed to significantly improve PX, as it also failed to

provoke its intended state (Figure 4).

7. Discussion

7.1. Player Preference for AI Opponents

We found that individual player preferences for state-specific DDA agents

were varied. Figure 5 exhibits the diversity of the preferences. The overall

preferences were 15% (three participants) for CH, 20% (four participants) for CO,

35% (seven participants) for VA, and 30% (six participants) for FL, indicating

diverse preferences for the four agents. Players’ second and third preference

rankings were evenly distributed. The preference ranking for each agent was

influenced by individual preferences, as stated in Section 6.1. For example, some

had positive opinions for the FL agent, stating that it incited immersion by

constantly attempting to move and attack, but some players felt negatively about

the FL agent.
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Figure 5 Preferred game models ranked by players. The player’s agent preference
ranking was calculated as the average of two sessions, and the average rank
difference between the sessions was 1.43. The Y-axis represents the first, second,
third, fourth rank of the preferred game, and the X-axis represents the count of
participants.

We further compared players with similar state scores that expressed differing

preferences for the state-specific DDA agents. P13 and P18 scored similar

competence state scores for the CO agent, but expressed differing rankings for

gameplay satisfaction. P13 favored the CO agent, with a competence state score

of 6.8, whereas P18 expressed lowest satisfaction with the CO agent, despite

having a similar state score of 6.4. P18 preferred the CO agent. P13 responded

positively to the actions of the CO agent, stating the following: “I was satisfied

because I felt accomplished and had successful attacks.” On the other hand, P18

was not satisfied, stating the following: “I prefer difficult and aggressive opponent

agents. It felt difficult initially, but suddenly, the opponent agent was too easy

to attack. It felt so easy that I wasn’t satisfied.” P5 and P12 showed similar

FL scores for the FL agent (flow state: P5-5.4, P12-4.6 ), but their satisfaction

rankings were different. P5 preferred the FL agent the most, whereas P12 ranked

it fourth. P5 gave the following answer: ”There were many attacks, but I stayed

positive because the opponents moved and attacked properly.” P12, on the other

hand, replied, ”I think I was distracted by too many attacks, and it was difficult.

I liked agents that gave me the right timing rather than frequent attacks.” As
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in the example of these players, each agent showed an average of eight pairs of

players with similar state scores, but different preferences. Although players had

similar player state scores for a target state, the corresponding rankings were

different. Creating a diversified gaming experience is essential because players’

preferences are widely varied. These AI opponents herein can induce various

PXs by applying state metrics and maximize satisfaction by strengthening the

preferred game states.

7.2. Traditional Game Agent Design vs Our Agent Design Approach

The action strategy of DDA agents should be more personalized based on

player state and preference. Previous research has pre-defined characteristics,

such as aggressive or defensive based on heuristic knowledge (Ishii et al., 2018;

Oh et al., 2021). These processes rely on the game developer knowledge and a

repetitive design loop. They repeat a design-development-evaluate loop until

a desired experience for the end user is achieved (Stahlke et al., 2020). On

the other hand, our approach allows developers to dynamically create diverse

styles of DDA agents by directly exploiting the player state into the AI model.

This can greatly reduce playtesting. For the traditional method, if a developer

creates agents with N -characteristics, N -heuristic functions and test processes

is required, but since our method directly observes the player state, this lengthy

process is not required. Furthermore, our method can be applied to a wide

variety of games given that gameplay data and player state can be collected.

Overall, our novel state-specific DDA agent is a simple, yet adaptable solution

for the improvement of PX for a wide variety of games and applications.

7.3. Limitations and Future Work

There are some limitations to the study. First, the proposed approach employs

a simply applicable player-state prediction model based on game logs. This is

a specific data collection process to create a state model, and the performance

of the player state model is not so high. Technology should be advanced so

that performance can be improved and applied generally through camera-based
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facial expression and behavior analysis. Second, the game used in this is simple.

Therefore, player enjoyment was constrained by the simplicity of the game,

affecting some outcomes, such as for our CH agent. Only one case of the Fighting

game has been identified, but the proposed method may be more effective if

applied to more complex commercial games. For future work, the proposed

model will be applied to different game genres (e.g., role playing game, first

person shooter game), various characters (e.g., other champions in the same

game), and AI models (e.g., Reinforcement, Deep learning) and validated for

several player groups (e.g., kids, older adults) (Mourato et al., 2014). We will

also expand the subcategories of GEQ to emotion and workload states to create

a more diverse DDA for affective PX (Denisova et al., 2021) by developing the

performance of the state prediction model and designing an elaborate score

function.

8. Conclusion

Herein, we propose state-specific (CH, CO, VA, and FL) DDA agents that aim

to improve PX by observing the player state. This was accomplished by a simple

concept that uses player states as a score function to determine the action of

game agents to automatically adjust difficulty, unlike manual modification on the

heuristics. The proposed approach adjusted the AI opponents according to their

target states and improved gameplay compared to a heuristic-based baseline (HP)

agent. Despite being exposed to similar AI action strategies according to targeting

player states, players experienced differing levels of gameplay satisfaction. We

can improve DDA to satisfy various gameplay personalities. This approach has

the potential for broad applications, expanding beyond AI-based fighting games

and the gaming industry. For education and healthcare, this approach may be

used to improve satisfaction with general application experiences in real-time.
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Appendix. MCTS iterations

For MCTS, we used multi-threading to develop our DDA agent. We used 3700X
- 8 core processors with 64 GB of memory machine for the experiment. The
baseline agent and our agents iterated MCTS 900 to 1300 times within 165 ms
in this environment. In conclusion, the baseline was slightly more iterated than
ours on average, but there was no significant performance degradation for MCTS
due to the evaluating model.

AGENT MIN MAX AVG STD

Baseline 913 1327 1158.22 113.25
CH 917 1311 1132.37 122.40
CO 900 1302 1114.70 97.28
VA 902 1297 1097.13 103.36
FL 900 1240 1021.97 95.88

Appendix. Pilot test study

Pilot test study result. 16 AIs leagued three rounds per opponent. Therefore,
the total number of games in the league is 360. Among them, four games were
tied. Five game research experts scored for each AI whether it looked like a
human player.

AI WIN RANK p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 MEAN SD

ReiwaThunder 44 1 5 5 4 3 4 4.2 0.84
Thunder 37 2 3 4 3 4 3 3.4 0.55
LGIST Bot 32 3 2 1 1 2 2 1.6 0.55
KotlinTestAgent 31 4 3 2 1 2 2 2 0.71
Dora 30 5 4 4 3 3 4 3.6 0.55

MctsAi 28 6 2 3 3 2 2 2.4 0.55
JayBot GM 27 7 2 3 2 1 2 2 0.71
Toothless 26 8 3 2 4 1 1 2.2 1.3
FalzAI 24 9 4 4 4 3 4 3.8 0.45
MogakuMono 24 9 3 3 3 3 4 3.2 0.45
HaibuAI 21 11 4 5 5 4 5 4.6 0.55

SimpleAI 13 12 2 1 2 2 1 1.6 0.55
BCP 7 13 3 2 2 3 3 2.6 0.55
DiceAI 7 13 2 3 3 3 2 2.6 0.55
UtalFighter 3 15 2 3 3 2 2 2.4 0.55
TOVOR 2 16 4 4 4 5 4 4.2 0.45
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Appendix. Parameter setting

Hyperparameter settings for each ML method. The names of the parameters
are the names used in the scikit-learn.

ML Algorithm Hyperparameters Range

C [-3 3]
Logistic Regression

penalty [”l1”, ”l2”]

kernel [”rbf”, ”poly”, ”linear”]
gamma [0.001, 0.0001]SVM

C [1, 10, 100, 1000]

n estimators [8, 24, 100]
learning rate [0.01, 0.1]
num leaves [6, 8, 12, 15, 31]
reg lambda [0, 1, 2, 6]

LightGBM

reg alpha [0, 1, 2, 6]

n estimators [100, 300, 400, 1300]
max depth [None, 10, 15]
max features [’auto’, 2, 3]

min samples leaf [1 6]
Random Forest

min samples split [1 6]
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